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tery. Electrical energy may be drawn from the storage
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CAPTURING
AN ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL GENERATED BY A
MOVING AIR MASS
BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE
INVENTION

The instant invention relates to a method and appara

tus for capturing an electrical potential generated by a
moving air mass. Speci?cally, the instant invention
describes a method and apparatus for capturing an

earth-air static electrical potential which is produced by
an air mass moving over a stationary airfoil.

battery as needed.

'

These and other objects and advantages of the instant
invention will become more fully apparent as the de
tailed description of the invention which now follows is
read in conjunction with the drawings.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a front elevation of an earth-air electrical
current friction generator constructed according to the
instant invention, with portions broken away to show
interior detail.
FIG. 2 is a top plan view of the generator of FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a schematic plan view of a generator field

Known apparatus and methods of producing electric 15 constructed according to the instant invention.

ity from a moving air mass utilize windmills and wind
mill-driven turbines. Such devices are generally
mounted on fairly high towers and require complex
propeller systems to effectively drive electrical tur
bines. The systems also tend to have a rather large affect

on the air mass as it passes over the blades of a particular

windmill. As with the placement of any arti?cial barri

FIG. 4 is a view of the generator ?eld of FIG. 3,

taken generally along line 4-4 in that ?gure.
FIG. 5 is a graph depicting the relationship between
current production and wind speed associated with the
generator of FIG. 1.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED

EMBODIMENT
ers in an air mass, the air mass is disturbed, and turbu
lence is induced into the air mass. As a particular parti
Turning now to the drawings, and in particular FIG.
cle of the air mass reaches the next windmill, the in 25 1, an earth-air electrical current friction generator made
duced turbulence results in less driving force on the
according to my invention is depicted generally at 10.
blades of the secondarily driven windmill.
The generator includes a metal airfoil, or conductive
The present invention does not have a propeller sys
airfoil means, shown generally at 12, which is supported
tem, nor does it induce signi?cant turbulence into a
by a rotatable airfoil mount 14 and an electrically con

moving air mass. It is well documented that an object,
particularly an airfoil, which is moving relative to an air
mass, develops a substantial static electrical charge on

ductive electrode 16. A battery 18 provides storage

its surface relative to the air mass as the result of friction
between the airfoil and the air mass. This naturally

The airfoil is a zero-lift structure in the preferred em

capability for the collecting apparatus.
Airfoil 12 is vertically mounted above ground level.
bodiment, since both active surfaces are symmetrical.

occurring static charge is particularly strong when the 35 Airfoil 12 is formed of a conductive metal skin 20,
airfoil is a conductive surface, such as a metal-covered
formed of lightweight aluminum sheeting in the pre
aircraft wing. For this reason, virtually all metal-cov
ferred embodiment, over a frame 22 which is shown
ered aircraft employ static discharge strips along the
behind the cut-away portion of skin 20. Frame 22 may
trailing edges of airfoil surfaces in order to dispel any
be formed of any suitable material, such as wood, plastic
accumulated static electrical charge.
or metal. In the preferred embodiment, frame 22 is a
An object of the instant invention is to collect electri

cal energy from movement of an air mass over an air
foil.

-

substantially square structure.
A wind vane 24 is mounted on the top and at one side
of airfoil 12. Wind vane 24 is also referred to as an air

Another object of the instant invention is to collect
mass alignment means, and provides that airfoil 12 will
electrical energy with a non-complex collecting ele 45 be windfollowing.
ment.
An airfoil support bracket 26 is attached to the base of
A further object of the instant invention is to collect
airfoil 12. One end of a support post 28 is received
electrical energy from movement of an air mass over an
within bracket 26. The other end of post 28 terminates
airfoil with a substantially non-turbulence producing
in a non-conductive airfoil bearing race 30 and is re
system.

,

A further object of the instant invention is to describe
a method of collecting electrical energy from the fric
tional effects of an air mass moving over a conductive

50 ceived within mount 14. Bracket 26 and post 28 are

electrically conductive and are electrically connected
to skin 20.
Rotatable airfoil mount 14, or rotatable airfoil mount

airfoil.
ing means, electrically insulates airfoil 12 from elec
The electrical system of the instant invention includes 55 trode l6, and is referred to herein as isolation means or
a conductive airfoil, which is rotatably mounted on an

isolator means.

insulated bearing, the airfoil being free to align itself

Airfoil mount 14 is, itself, supported by an above
ground portion 160 of electrode 16. Portion 16a termi

with a moving air mass. A second component of the
system is a ground rod which extends down to a water
table level. Electrical leads are connected to a conduc

tive portion of the airfoil and to the ground rod, and are
then connected to a storage battery.

mates in a non-conductive electrode bearing race 32. A

bearing 34 is interposed race 30 and race 32. The respec
tive airfoil and electrode components are retained to
gether by means of a fastener 36, which is a nut and bolt

The method of collecting electrical energy from the
combination in the preferred embodiment. Fastener 36
system involves connecting the negative side of the
aligns with an airfoil axis of rotation 38.
storage battery to the airfoil and connecting the positive 65
Mount 14 is enclosed by a cylindrical enclosure 40
side of the battery to the ground rod. As an air mass

which is secured to portion 16a and which allows post

moves over the surface of the airfoil, an electrical

28 to rotate within a weathertight seal 42. Enclosure 40
and seal 42 are, of course, electrically non-conductive.

charge is produced and transmitted to the storage bat
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ers exist beneath the surface, which are depicted gener
ally at 44, and then extends into a permanent water table
layer 46. Extending electrode 16 into a water table
provides an electrical surface which is as large as the
water table. Although the generator would function if

farm 62 is depicted schematically in FIG. 3, and in a
pictorial cross section side view in FIG. 4. A generator
farm, according to the instant invention, would include
at least one conductive electrode 64, placed in the
ground down to the level of a permanent water table,

electrode 16 did not extend into a water table, the oper

ation of the generator is greatly enhanced by extending

which would act as a positive collector element. A

electrode 16 to a water table, for reasons which will be
10

explained later herein.
An electrical commutator 48, and a grounding screw

50, make electrical contact with post 28 and portion
160. respectively. Commutator 48 is insulated from and
fastened to enclosure 40 by bracket 48a. Commutator 48
is connected to a lead line 52 which is attached to bat

4

charge, it is sometimes referred to as a positive collector
element, or conductive earth means.
Turning now to FIGS. 3 and 4, a friction generator

Electrode 16 extends through whatever ground lay

5

plurality of airfoils is depicted by even numbers 66
through 80. Electrode 64 is connected to a positive side
of an electrical system by a conductive line 82. Airfoils
66 through 80 are connected to a common negative lead
84 which connects to the negative side of an electrical

system.

Turning now to FIG. 4, a side sectional view of gen
erator farm 62 is shown. Electrode 64 is placed in
ground, represented by 44 as are the support posts for
the airfoils. It should be noted that in this type of ar
what is referred to herein as means for connecting, or
rangement, a single commutator would be required
connecting means.
within airfoil mounts 70a, 68a, 66a. 80a and 780. An
Battery 18, although represented in FIG. 1 as a soli
airfoil structure support post, represented at 70b, 68b.
tary unit, may obviously include a plurality of units,
66b, 80b and 78b may be formed from an electrically
connected in series or parallel, depending on the output
of generator 10. A pair of leads 56, 58, are shown com 25 insulative material when a single electrode, like that
shown at 64, is utilized, thereby further simplifying the
ing off of battery 18, and would presumably be attached
internal portions of the airfoil mount.
to an electrical distribution system, possibly through an
In addition to earth-air friction generators, a pair of
A.C. inverter. The battery and leads 56, 58 compise an
lightning rod devices 90, 92, are shown in FIG. 4. Rods
electrical system.

tery negative terminal 18a, and screw 50 is attached to
lead line 54 which is attached to battery positive termi
nal 18b. The commutator, screw and lead line comprise

As an air mass moves over skin 20 of airfoil 12, there

90 and 92 also are extended subsurface to provide pro

occurs an exchange of ions between the air mass and the
surface of the airfoil. This exchange takes place as an air
mass moves over any stationary object. In most in

tection from lightning strikes in the vicinity of genera
tor farm 62. A generator farm of the type described

would be particularly susceptible to damaging lightning

strikes were such lightning rods not provided.
stances, however, the object is sitting on the surface of
Returning for a moment to FIG. 3, a wind arrow 94
the earth, in electrical communication therewith, and a 35
is depicted to show a prevailing wind and direction of
charge does not accumulate on the surface of the object.
air mass movement. It will be noted that airfoils 66
Since the airfoil of the instant invention is insulated
through 80 have aligned themselves with the wind indi
from the earth, a static charge builds up on the surface
cated by arrow 94. It should also be noted that with a
of the airfoil as an air mass ?ows over the airfoil.
As the air mass moves over airfoil 12, a collection of 40 generator farm in the layout proposed in FIG. 3, there

negatively charged ions builds up on the airfoil surface.
Were there no electrical connection whatsoever be
tween airfoil 12 and ground surface 44, and were it not
for the fact that eventually a charge built up on airfoil
12 would dissipate into the air mass, a charge would
eventually build up on airfoil 12 of sufficient strength to

would be very little disturbance of wind flow by the
airfoils of the generator farm. This is in extreme contrast

to the turbulence and generally delaminating effect of
conventional windmill generating farms.
It should also be obvious to those skilled in the art

that the construction of the generator of the instant

invention is many orders of magnitude less complex
than the construction required for a conventional wind
and the ground in the case of lightning, resulting in the
mill-type turbine generator.
complete discharge of the negative ions accumulated on
Turning now to FIG. 5, a graph of current output per
airfoil 12.
50
arc, such as the are produced between a thunderstorm

The electrical charge which accumulates on airfoil 12
is drawn off of the airfoil by means of commutator 48,

crosssection square inch mA/in2 versus wind speed V

which is attached to battery 18. A corresponding posi
tive charge is drawn off of electrode 16 by means of

produce l-milliamp of electrical current per cross-sec
tion square inch with a 7-mile-per-hour wind. Genera
55 tor output increases linearly, such that the generator

screw 50.

(mph) is depicted. The above-described generator will

The surface area of airfoil 12 is de?ned by what is

will produce lO-milliamps per cross-section square inch

referred to herein as a cross-section square inch. This

in a 70-mile-per-hour wind. It should also be noted that
very few known windmill turbine generators function
in a 7- or 70-mile-per-hour wind. The generator of the
instant application does not have such a limitation. The
generator will produce current in any amount of wind,
light or strong. As long as the structure is sufficiently
durable to withstand a high wind, the system will con
tinue functioning and producing an electrical current.

unit is depicted at 60 in FIGS. 1 and 2. The unit is mea
sured on both sides of the airfoil. The distance between
the sides of the airfoil is not a factor. So long as the
surface area in electrical contact with electrode 16
equals or exceeds the surface area of airfoil 12, the gen
erator will produce a current flow of l-milliamp-per
square-inch of airfoil surface cross section with a wind
speed of 7-miles-per-hour.

.

Because the airfoil collects negative ions, it is some
times referred to as a negative collector element. Like
wise, since electrode 16 acts as a source of a positive

65 Most systems are restricted to operations over a set

wind speed range, generally in the 10- to 45-mile-per
hour range. Systems which produce electricity in ex
tremely light wind conditions are very costly.

5
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mass and which supports said airfoil means above

Assume for a moment, that an individual airfoil is

surface,

constructed with sides which are IO-feet in length,
thereby producing a cross section dimension on the

an electrical system, and

means for connecting said airfoil means and said earth
means to said electrical system for conduction

order of IOU-square feet, and further assume that ten
airfoils are arranged similar to generator farm 62,
thereby resulting in a total cross section area of 1,000
square feet. The generator farm so described, when
connected to a l2-volt D.C. system, and when excited

thereto of an electrical current.

2. An electrical charge collector which comprises
a positive collector element extending to a water

by a wind of 7-miles-per-hour, will produce 1,728-watts

table,
a negative collector element operatively associated
with said positive collector element, said negative
collector element being wind-following and in
cluding wind alignment means for aligning said
negative collector element with a prevailing wind,
isolator means for insulating said negative collector

of electrical energy.
Thus, a new method of capturing a usable electric
current, and an apparatus for practicing the method
described have been disclosed. While a preferred em
bodiment of the invention has been described, it is ap

preciated that variations and modifications may be
made without departing from the spirit of the invention.

element electrically from said positive collector

It is claimed and desired to secure by Letters Patent:
1. An earth-air electrical current friction generator

element, said isolator means including a rotatable

mounting which rotatably supports said negative

which comprises

collector element, and

conductive earth means extending subsurface into a 20

connecting means for providing an electrical connec

tion from each of said elements to an electrical
water table,
conductive airfoil means operatively associated with
system.
said earth means extending above surface into an
3. The collector of claim 2, wherein said positive
air mass responsive to air?ow to produce an elec
collector element includes at least one conductive elec
25 trode.
trical potential relative to said earth means,
isolation means electrically insulating said airfoil
4. The collector of claim 2, wherein said negative
means from said earth means, said isolation means

collector element includes at least one conductive air

including a rotatable airfoil mounting means which

foil.
#

allows said airfoil means to rotate in such an air
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